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Abstract: Increasing sales of conventional fuel-based vehicles are leading to an increase in carbon
emissions, which are dangerous to the environment. To reduce these, conventional fuel-based vehicles
must be replaced with alternative fuel vehicles such as hydrogen-fueled. Hydrogen can fuel vehicles
with near-zero greenhouse gas emissions. However, to increase the penetration of such alternative
fuel vehicles, there needs to be adequate infrastructure, specifically, refueling infrastructure, in place.
This paper presents a comprehensive review of the different optimization strategies and methods
used in the location of hydrogen refueling stations. The findings of the review in this paper show that
there are various methods which can be used to optimally locate refueling stations, the most popular
being the p-median and flow-capture location models. It is also evident from the review that there are
limited studies that consider location strategies of hydrogen refueling stations within a rural setting;
most studies are focused on urban locations due to the high probability of penetration into these areas.
Furthermore, it is apparent that there is still a need to incorporate factors such as the safety elements
of hydrogen refueling station construction, and for risk assessments to provide more robust, realistic
solutions for the optimal location of hydrogen refueling stations. Hence, the methods reviewed in
this paper can be used and expanded upon to create useful and accurate models for a hydrogen
refueling network. Furthermore, this paper will assist future studies to achieve an understanding of
the extant studies on hydrogen refueling station and their optimal location strategies.

Keywords: location; optimization; hydrogen refueling station; infrastructure

1. Introduction

Emissions in the transport sector have been found to contribute to 22.9% of the total
carbon emissions, globally [1]. Consequently, there has been a worldwide consensus on the
need to move towards cleaner forms of road transport. Sustainable green transportation
is being widely discussed in Europe, America, and Asia, and battery electric vehicles
(BEV) and hydrogen fuel vehicles (HFV), which are zero-emission vehicles, are viewed
as the top contenders to help reduce increasing GHG emissions [2]. These environmental
trepidations for sustainable progress have reached increased attention from global technical
and scientific communities [3,4]; however, the transition to HFVs, or any other alternative
fuel vehicles (AFVs), can only happen if there is sufficient and adequate infrastructure
to support their growth [5]. This is especially true since the establishment of refueling
stations is an expensive process [5]. This notion is supported by [6–9], indicating that
the major challenge in transitioning to cleaner vehicles remains the development of the
refueling structure needed to support this transition. According to [10], the layout of these
initial stations will impact “driver concern” regarding refueling and consequently also
impact decisions to adopt these vehicles. It is also clear that the availability of fueling
stations will accelerate the market acceptance of non-fossil fuel vehicles such as HFVs [11],
so uncovering the optimum number and possible placement for these first stations is of
interest [5,12]. Furthermore, many researchers and industry representatives indicate that in
the “chicken-and-egg” dilemma regarding alternative fuel stations and vehicles—that is,
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which comes first?—the optimization of refueling station location is inevitable if looking
to maximize the integration of such vehicles into society is applied to finding the optimal
location of fueling stations. This is deemed necessary because the location of the facility
has a direct influence on the cost-effectiveness, quality, type and efficiency of services that
will be provided. However, recent literature on AFV station locations primarily focuses
on the optimum placement of electric vehicle charging stations and often is limited in its
consideration of HFV location problems. Additionally, safety is also a factor that is of major
concern, as hydrogen can ignite at low temperatures, making it dangerous [13,14]. There
are several studies that consider and perform risk analysis in order to plan for appropriate
control measures and to establish safety standards. However, it is still unclear whether
location optimization papers also take safety into account in their designs. Moreover, as
indicated in [13], this becomes imperative when the safety of a large population is involved,
as is the case when establishing hydrogen refueling stations (HRSs). Another consideration
is the safety aspects of hydrogen vehicles in relation to the safety of workers at filling
stations, customers and the general public. Hence this paper aims to:

1. Provide a comprehensive review, evaluation, and comparison of the current and most
popular methods and models used to optimally locate refueling stations, and in doing
so, identify the main gaps/weaknesses within these models.

2. Understand and draw potential conclusions on other factors, such as safety factors
and their role in optimization location strategies.

It should be noted that even though these methods have been individually and briefly
reviewed in other papers, a comprehensive review, analysis and comparison have not been
presented yet. Hence, a brief overview and description of refueling infrastructure (i.e.,
hydrogen vehicles infrastructure) and the parameters considered in the design of these
stations are provided in Section 2. Section 3 of this paper presents the methodology and
approach used to develop this study. Section 4 considers the different models and methods
used currently to locate fueling stations in an optimized manner. Section 5 discusses and
compares the various methods and models, and finally, Section 6 presents a conclusion and
suggestions for future studies.

2. Background of Hydrogen Refueling Stations

This section is presented to provide context and background on hydrogen stations.
Hydrogen has been considered an alternative fuel for vehicles for a long time. One of

the primary advantages of hydrogen fuel is that its only oxidation product is water vapor,
i.e., there is no production of carbon dioxide [15]. Despite these advantages, the deployment
of hydrogen vehicles has not advanced much over the years due to several factors. One
of them is the lack of adequate refueling infrastructure. Hence, there have even been
considerable drops in plans to develop hydrogen cars in favor of electric vehicles [12,15].

Compared to conventional fuel stations, there is limited knowledge about the compet-
itive locations for HFVs. Additionally, the location decisions for these stations are often
neglected, to the advantage of possible competitor decisions [15]. In urban areas especially,
there is dense coverage of fueling stations for other types of vehicles; hence, competition is
high for optimal locations [16,17].

In terms of investment costs, HFV refueling infrastructure exceeds the cost of other
AFV fueling stations by a factor of 10–25. It is estimated that the cost to build an HFV station
is in the range of USD 1 to USD 24 million [15]. Moreover, it has been noted in [4,15–21]
that hydrogen infrastructure will be limited by existing conventional fuel stations, as they
share similar safety and space requirements [2].

The design of a hydrogen station classification depends on the type of production
technology used, and the location of fuel generation (i.e., offsite or onsite). Offsite hydrogen
production is where the hydrogen fuel is produced at a central unit and then delivered via
road or through pipelines. On on-site stations, the hydrogen for refueling is generated lo-
cally, usually through the process of steam methane reforming (SMR) and water electrolysis.
Compared to offsite stations, on-site stations present technical capacity limitations.
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However, despite differences in the production method, and delivery of hydrogen, the
majority of HRSs require these components [2,20,21]:

- A hydrogen production unit.
- A purification unit that meets a hydrogen purity of at least 99.97%.
- Hydrogen compressors.
- Hydrogen storage tanks.
- Cooling units to reduce the temperature of the hydrogen gas to −40 ◦C.
- Safety equipment.
- Mechanical and electrical equipment.
- Hydrogen dispensers to supply HFV tanks with hydrogen fuel from the compressed

storage tanks.

Overall, [4] notes that HRS costs are related to the capacity of the station and are
dependent on:

- Hydrogen production cost per unit.
- The mass of hydrogen supplied by a source to an HRS.
- Storage and transportation costs (with transportation distance playing a factor).

Planning an HRS consists of considering factors such as the technology type, number,
locations and station sizes to meet the anticipated demand for hydrogen fuel [22]. Ulti-
mately, the HRS planning aims to minimize the associated costs for given constraints and
to guide the deployment of these stations [23].

Over-building can result in high station costs, leading to higher-than-average hydrogen
fuel prices; on the other hand, under-building could lead to refueling inconvenience
possibly inhibiting the penetration of HFVs. Hence, the planning of HRSs must consider
both supply and demand for the fuel. Additionally, safety considerations, too, need to be
reinforced within the construction of HRSs [13,14].

3. Methodology

The performance of a location optimization model depends on the measurement
method chosen. This section details the methodology followed to select the models re-
viewed in this paper as well as to determine the accuracy of the results obtained in relation
to the comprehensive review of the location optimization models studied.

3.1. Model Selection

In selecting the models and strategies of interest, the aim was to involve and study
extant literature on popular or most frequently used location optimization models. More-
over, to provide a holistic review of the strategies and approaches for HRS placement, the
following was considered:

• Models that were single-objective focused and solely looked into minimizing weighted
travel distance or maximizing the number of trips intercepted.

• Papers that presented multi-objective models, or comprehensive models that consider
additional factors such as safety, cost, and risks associated with HRS placement.

It is assumed that the papers reviewed contain highly accurate representations of the
models studied. Additionally, in order to ensure the accuracy of the outputs obtained, the
papers presented in this review were selected and studied with the following in mind:

• Initial conditions: The accuracy of results depends on the quality and accuracy of the
initial data used as input. The papers selected for this review presented demographic
data, transportation data, hydrogen demand forecasts and other relevant information
of high quality and accuracy.

• Restrictions: The accuracy of the results obtained from optimization models also
depends on the restrictions that are imposed on the optimization process. For example,
if certain areas are off-limits for HRSs due to zoning restrictions or other factors, these
had to be accurately reflected in the optimization process.
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• Model complexity: The complexity of the model will also impact result accuracy.
Simple models may run faster but may be less accurate, whereas complex models may
be more accurate but slower to run.

• Algorithms: The accuracy of the result obtained also depends on the choice of the
algorithm used for optimization. Different algorithms may produce different results
for the same problem.

• Parameterization: The accuracy of outputs also depends on the parameterization
of the optimization model; hence, papers selected clearly presented the justification
behind the choice of decision variables, objective functions, and constraints, as well as
the calibration of the model parameters.

3.2. Limitations

The limitations of this study are outlined below.

• As the selection of the review papers focused on studies within regions with higher
population densities and greater demand for fuel, the location optimization models
reviewed tend to focus on urban settings.

• Studies focused on rural settings tend to focus on the availability of hydrogen produc-
tion and distribution infrastructure, building and operating costs; while this should be
considered, the studies fell beyond the scope of this study.

• This paper looks at identifying whether or not safety factors form part of the majority
of optimization models and does not look at detailing how exactly these factors have
been integrated into these models.

4. Models for Hydrogen Refueling Station Location

The location of HRSs and their layout could account for the lack or shortage of
hydrogen refueling infrastructure [4,24–26]. As such, the use of these location models can
help in the placement problem by providing suggestion for the optimal locations of stations
in relation to an objective function. Several studies have been conducted on the different
models that can be used to locate HRSs.

HRS location models include single-objective models and multiple-objective models,
as explained in [27]. Single objective models include the covering model, p-median model,
p-center model and flow-intercepting model. Multi-objective models or comprehensive
models consider factors such as costs, safety, risks, etc. This section presents the models
and strategies chosen for this review as per the methodology presented in Section 3.
Moreover, where required, illustrations of the general working principles of some models
are presented. A summary of these models is presented below in Figure 1.

4.1. Covering Models

Covering models can be categorized as either set covering models or maximal covering
location models. Set covering models study station coverage and decide whether a point
can be covered by the station by evaluation of the distance between them [27,28]. This type
of model can be used to reduce the number of stations needed. In the set covering models,
the demand point set is represented by P. Cp indicates the stations that encompass or
cover p, the demand point, and D represents alternate station sets. The model is provided
as follows:

∑ min
d=Dxd (1)

This is subject to the following:

∑ d∈Cp xd ≥ 1 , ∀p ∈ P (2)

where xd ∈ {0, 1}, ∀p ∈ P.
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Figure 1. Location models adapted from [27].

Equation (1) is used to minimize the number of stations and the decision variable, xd,
such that if xd = 1, then a station, d, can be constructed. The second equation, Equation (2),
represents every point that is served by one or more stations. Studies indicate that the
converging time for this solution can be lowered if this model is integrated with a routine
selection of each driver. The set covering model has been used by several studies, such
as [28–30], for site selection.

The second covering model, the maximal covering location model, maximizes the
covered demand when the number of stations is a given [27]. This model considers factors
such as population, income, family size, etc., to determine the need at a certain point in the
network. The model is represented by the below equations:

max ∑ p∈Pmpep (3)

considering, ∑ d=Cp xd ≥ ep, ∀p ∈ P (4)

∑ d=Dxd = a (5)

where xd, ep, the decision variables, are either 0 and 1 for all values of d and p, d is an
element of D, and p is an element of P, where P represents the demand points. For the
maximal coverage model, Equation (3) maximizes the covered demand. mp represents the
demand at point p.

4.2. P-Median Model

The P-median model aims to minimize the total distance that is traveled from a de-
mand node to a given number of stations, p, by optimizing the location of the refueling
stations and assigning them demand nodes. These are seen as min-sum problems. This
model is often utilized to place refueling facilities for AFVs close to where people stay, since
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it is perceived that consumers prefer to refuel closer to where they reside [2,31,32], and
is possibly the most widely-used model in optimal-location studies [32]. This model was
first applied to refueling stations as an objective in a multi-objective programming model
for the relocation of existing refueling stations [5]. In terms of location optimization, the
p-median has been used to allocate fire stations and even to determine sensor locations
within municipal water networks [33]. Application of p-median for HRS planning involves
minimization of the weighted average distance of hydrogen demand to the nearest station.
This leads to the premise that HRS network accessibility becomes better as the weighted
average distance for HFV users becomes smaller [22]. Over the years, different adaptations
of this model have been used to try to optimize the location of refueling stations; for exam-
ple, authors in [34] developed a “fuel travel-back” model which uses a similar approach to
the p-median; however, the demand nodes are subjective to the fuel quantity expended
on the parts of a road going through these nodes, instead of to the population, as in the
p-median model. Further, the time of travel between the nodes was considered instead
of the distance, which proves advantageous because only data on the road network and
population is required. One study observed and used this specific model to understand the
rural needs for hydrogen availability; however, the population taken to be “rural” in this
instance were people who lived within a one-mile radius of the urbanized area [35].

In [36] challenges relating to the application of the p-median model to a specific
location problem are discussed. According to this study, these challenges include:

- Computational: the listing of all locations possible when searching for an optimal one
is formidable; hence, there has been much research into the use of efficient algorithms
to solve the p-median problem.

- Aggregation error: errors may arise when measuring the distance between the HFV
users/demand points and serving points (refueling stations).

- Applied to urban areas: of interest is the fact that this model is generally applied
within the urban context, but by considering Euclidean distance, this model could
potentially be applied to homogenous rural areas, as indicated in [36].

- Obtaining an analytical solution in polynomial time using this model.
- The model is represented by the equations below [27,37]:

min ∑ p∈P ∑ d∈Dmpdpdypd (6)

subject to: ypd ≤ xd, ∀ d ∈ D, p ∈ P (7)

∑ d=Dypd = 1, ∀p ∈ P (8)

∑ d=Dxd = a (9)

ypd, xd ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ d ∈ D, p ∈ P (10)

In these Equations (6)–(10), dpd represents the distance between point p and d; mp
indicates the demand at point p. ypd, xd are decision variables such that if ypd = 1, then
the station, d, can serve the demand at point. Equation (6) is to minimize distance with
demand. The model considers the fact that only one refueling facility serves at each point
of demand, and it should be noted that the decision variables can only be either 0 or 1. In
Equation (9), a represents the number of stations to be built, and P is the demand point sets
considered, while D represents the alternative station sets.

4.3. P-Center Model

Like the p-median model, this optimization model also works by reducing the max-
imum distance between a point and the station that it covers. This model is considered
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to be a min–max problem [27]. Equations (11) and (12) function to reduce the maximum
distance; xd, ypd represent the decision variables. This model is presented below.

minr (11)

∑ d∈Ddpdypd ≤ r (12)

∑ d∈Dxd = a (13)

ypd ≤ xd, ∀d ∈ D, p ∈ P (14)

∑ d∈Dypd = 1, ∀p ∈ P (15)

xd, ypd,∈ {0, 1}, ∀d ∈ D, p ∈ P (16)

It should be noted that this model is not directly linked to the demand calculation,
so it can be used to locate facilities or sites that could be used for emergency fueling or
pitstops [27]. As with Equations (6)–(10), dpd represents the distance between point p and
d; p represents the point demand, and ypd, xd are decision variables such that if ypd = 1,
then the station, d, can serve the demand at point; a represents the number of stations to be
built, and P is the demand point sets considered, while D represents the alternative station
sets. In Equation (12), r, refers to the maximum distance.

4.4. Flow Refueling Location Model (FRLM)

Flow intercepting models such as this model can calculate the demand in a dynamic
manner. This model extends on the flow capture location model (FCLM) designed to avoid
double-counting of flows captured by more than one station along its route and looks at
the optimal location of refueling facilities for alternative fuel vehicles such as HFVs. The
FRLM considers the fact that a vehicle may stop at more than one facility along its path
to successfully refuel, depending on the vehicle range, path length, and node (refueling
station) spacing. This model optimally locates n fueling stations on a network such that
the total flow volume refueled is maximized. The model makes use of a mixed-integer
programming formulation for the nodes and an algorithm to determine all combinations of
nodes that can refuel a given path [11]. The difference between this model and the FCLM is
that, unlike the FCLM, this model takes into consideration a combination of facilities at
which a vehicle can refuel on its path. However, the objective function that maximizes the
total flow for refueling across several stations is the same as that of the FCLM model. The
model considers different vehicle ranges; it was noted that fewer facilities are required to
refuel, the longer the vehicle range: 60% more refueling was shown with five optimally
located stations should the vehicle range be 12; a range of eight required six refueling
stations to refuel the vehicle, 60% full, and with a vehicle range of four, it would take
15 stations. The study concludes that it is not optimal to refuel vehicles with a vehicle
range. This model later became termed the flow-intercepting location model (FILM), as the
passing traffic flow is maximized without counting the traffic multiple times [5].

Several studies such as [32] have indicated that this model performs better that the p-
median model as it does a better job at considering both theories of fueling station location,
i.e., stations near consumers’ homes and stations convenient to people’s trips. However,
one of the problems with this model is the assumption that drivers do not make trips for
the sole reason of refueling; rather, it is assumed that drivers refuel along their way to
somewhere else. Moreover, each flow intercepted is only counted once, regardless of the
number of stations on the route [27].
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A generic flow intercepting model is provided below:

max ∑ o∈O foyo (17)

considering, ∑ d∈Dxd = a (18)

∑ d=Co xd ≥ yo, ∀o ∈ O (19)

xdyo ∈ {0, 1}, ∀d ∈ D, o ∈ O (20)

Equation (17) indicates the maximized captured flow; yo, xd refer to the decision
variables; O represents all origin-destination pairs. fo represents the volume of traffic
between an OD pair, so that it can capture the flow on path, o. Co shows the alternative
station, and a is the number of stations to be built. As with the covering models, and the
p-median model, the decision variables can only be 0 or 1.

Models such as the FCLM can be integrated with algorithms such as the greedy
algorithm to locate hydrogen stations [38].

For single-objective function models such as the p-median, p-center and FLRM models,
the following generic framework and logic can be applied, as seen in Figure 2, when
developing these models as informed in [39].
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4.5. Agent-Based Simulation

Agent-based models are quite popular for studying refueling location optimization, as
they can help explore the emergence of a complex behavior [40]. In [10], the placement of a
station is modeled using an agent-based simulation. This model typically has two types of
agents: the driver agent and the station-owner agent.

- A driver agent updates his/her vehicle after a given period of years, and when
updating his/her vehicle will evaluate the utility of adopting an HFV-using function.

- A station owner agent considers establishing a refueling station at a location where
there are many vehicles passing at that location.
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This paper selects a group of targeted drivers based within different locations in a
city in order to understand where to place the first refueling station. The paper selects
four different groups of motorists: (a) all drivers in the city, (b) drivers concerned about
refueling falling under a certain threshold, (c) motorists residing in the city center, and (d)
drivers residing in the suburbs within the city.

The agent-based model runs computer-based simulations on the diffusion of alter-
native fuel vehicles such as HFVs, where a successful diffusion process is defined as one
where initially there are few adopters of HFVs, and with the initial construction of fueling
stations, there is a higher adoption of HFVs by drivers. As a result, more refueling stations
will be built, decreasing driver concerns, and encouraging more people to adopt these vehi-
cles [10,40]. The genetic algorithm modeled takes into consideration the initial location of
refueling stations by using random probability selection, and driver agents’ total concerns
to select the location and layout of a refueling station with the maximal fitness. However,
as stated in this study, it is uncertain whether this algorithm can find a globally optimal
solution; rather, such a result is deemed “optimal” within reiterations and finds a local
solution rather than a global one.

Overall, the co-adoption of HFVs and HRSs is seen to be the result of interactions
among the defined agents within an urban area. Although this model and simulations help
understand the complexity of the adoption process of alternative fuel vehicles, the work
lacked a realistic inclusion of a city/area’s social and economic background.

4.6. Generalized Bass Diffusion Model and FCLM

Studies have also considered integrating different models and the FCLM to find
the optimal location of refueling facilities. One such study is [41], which considered
optimization through the integration of the Bass diffusion model and the FCLM. This
model uses a capacitated FCLM algorithm and a designed solution. The capacitated FCLM
algorithm, unlike the original FCLM, does not assume there is a refueling facility present
which serves all flows passing through a node, despite the volume. The number of vehicles
that are refueled at each facility or node is limited by the capacitated model by introducing
an objective function that is modified to maximize vehicle kilometers (distance) traveled
rather than trips taken [41]. In using the generalized Bass diffusion model (GBDM), the
study considers HFVs and refueling stations to be complementary goods, with the stations
added as a peripheral variable to explore infrastructure as the limitation to HFV diffusion
within the market.

In building the integrated optimization model, the GBDM projects the sales of vehicles
by considering an increase in the rate of stations and also provisions for the increase of the
vehicle flow for the FCLM. The FCLM provides the placement plan for the refueling station
networks and then inputs an increasing rate of refueling stations for the GBDM. Hence, the
growth rate of HFVs and the increasing rate of HRSs is the important link between the two
models. The major assumptions used in this model are as follows:

- All stations are homogenous and a vehicle that enters the market is removed when
the optimization period ends.

- Vehicle sale growth rate is the same for the area considered in each timeframe; the
increase in the rate of refueling stations follow the same rules.

The integration model considered in this study is innovative in that it comprises a
forecasting model (GBDM) and the FCLM based on a cooperative and complementary
relationship between the two. This results in a model that allows the location of the
refueling stations to be linked to the diffusion patterns of HFVs. Of note is that the model
claims to break the “chicken and egg” conundrum in that it balances the interest of all
parties, i.e., diffusion and building of sufficient infrastructure for refueling.

One critique of this model, however, is that it uses a simplistic scenario; hence, the
optimization model may not be as robust and may not take into consideration more
practical considerations. Moreover, more geographical and security issues need to be
considered [41].
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4.7. Price-Based Location Strategy

In [42], the location of new HRSs was considered using a price-based location strategy.
The study makes use of an agent-based model (as explained in Section 4.5) using an
integrated particle swarm optimization model and a geographic information system to
locate these stations. This model considers two decision factors often overlooked in current
research, such as the P-median, FRLM/FCLM, which are (1) proximity and (2) price
differences in order to compare fuel price variations and the traveling costs to allocate a
station to an HFV user. Using this model, the optimal price at which the highest profit of a
new HRS is derived, regardless of the location of the HFV, is maximized. The calculation
considers the market size, the variable costs of ownership, depreciation costs, and fixed
costs as well as the selling price of hydrogen fuel at an existing station. The assumption is
that HFV users select stations based on distance and cost [43].

A number of studies such as [23] have also considered the total cost of ownership
in relation to the optimized arrangement of HRSs. The authors in this study conducted
an economic analysis of the TCO of a HFV and the correlation between TCO and the
market share of HFVs. For optimization, the study considers two options for refueling
station location, namely balance and focus. In the balance approach, construction of fueling
stations occurs equally on a national basis. In the focused approach, the construction of
HRSs occurs preferentially in major cities.

Assumptions in the model include the fueling capacity of the HRSs. The study notes
that the factor impacting the TCO the most is the initial purchase cost of HFVs, and
additionally, the cost of fuel is a crucial factor to the TCO in the early years of market
penetration. Consequently, the outcomes in this paper indicate that early-stage HRS is
preferred to construct equally in the nation first. However, as time passes, refueling stations
can be constructed where a high density of HFVs exists [23].

4.8. Multi-Criteria Approach to HRS Location

This study interestingly notes that there is a gap between the location of stations and
the sufficiency of HRSs to meet supply. Using a multi-criteria mathematical model, the
authors in [5] aimed at finding the optimal station locations while optimizing the number
of stations required to meet demand. In multi-criteria approaches, the methodology has
two levels. First, the model must determine a threshold so that the distance (or travel time)
between the HFV user and refueling station is given to be less than or equal to a set value.
Second, the model needs to consider a series of evaluation criteria to satisfy the demands
of early adopters [42].

The model considers the overall costs of station construction as well as the costs of
the fuels used for all trips using a simple net present value calculation and engineering
economics. In solving the above-mentioned problem, the study considers limits on the
number of fuel stations possible, flow at each node, the population distribution, construc-
tion costs, and target population, to mention a few. The problem was solved using Python
(a mathematical coding software) and solved using the IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.7 solver. The
developed model allows control of parameter values and different scenarios to be run.
The results of this study indicate that this approach is quite effective as it determines the
optimal number and location of HRSs. However, it is emphasized that there is a high
dependence of the results on the parameter values; hence, further simulations need to be
done in order to obtain more robust solutions to this problem. It should also be noted that
the proposed formulation considers the criteria used in the two most common models for
location optimization: the p-median model and the FRLM.

Figure 3 below provides the general framework for multi-objective optimization and
multi-attribute decision making, as adapted from [39]. This framework can be generalized
to the various multi-objective models presented in this paper.
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4.9. Other Models Considered

Some interesting possibilities or techniques that can be used to obtain information
about the optimal placement of HRS could be the use of machine learning models. Accord-
ing to [44], machine learning is a computed algorithm that learns from previous data to
predict future outcomes. Machine learning techniques have mainly been used in prediction
models, as well as to guide the fueling process [45]. Using machine learning, it is possible
to determine the state of fueling in future times to guide the fueling process and possibly
inform infrastructure location. However, training the model to predict the optimal location
of fueling stations would require data sources—either actual data that is available or nu-
merical simulation data [46]. Moreover, in order to achieve accurate results, it is important
to have sufficient data available, so that the sample size satisfies the needs of the machine
learning model.

5. Discussion and Comparison of the Models Reviewed

It was evident that the performance of a chosen location optimization model is depen-
dent on the method of measurement employed in the study. A number of optimization
modeling methods were studied and reviewed in this paper. The two most popular ap-
proaches represent fuel demands as either a node (point demand) or a path (flow demand).
This implies that different definitions for refueling behavior and convenience need to be
considered [47]. Hence, it is evident that location optimization studies mainly differ in
approach by one basic factor—demand type [48]. In addition to point demand and flow
demand, there are comprehensive demand models. These models are different from the
conventional location model that only considers point demand and flow demand. Com-
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prehensive models consider the application of mathematical models by combining many
factors in hydrogen production and application [48].

Point demand models include the p-median model, often considered one of the core
methods for HRS planning and optimal location studies. It is evident that many other
HRS location models are variants of this model, e.g., using different definitions of distance
and applying different constraints. One of the first steps in using a p-median model in
HRS location planning is to define where the demand for hydrogen originates from. But
this assumes that HFV owners form a large percentage of road traffic. So, for the early
market, the use of this model may not be that realistic, as the penetration of HFVs into the
market could be disproportionate in certain areas and may form some hydrogen demand
groups/clusters during the planning phase. Hence this model should be adapted to focus
on hydrogen demand clusters rather than the general traffic within a region. Moreover,
introducing a wide variety of constraints such as station capacity, driving range, etc., to the
p-median model can provide a better-optimized solution for the location of HRSs.

In the flow demand type model, the demand refers to the traffic that passes through
the path between the origin and the destination nodes. Typical flow demand type models
include the FRLM and FCLM. The main assumption for such models is that the refuel-
ing demands are from vehicle flows and that the refueling occur en route from origin
to destination.

It should be noted that both these models consider the “most convenient” location for
refueling as close to the driver’s home or on the way. From the review of existing literature,
it is evident that flow models such as the FRLM minimize distances from population nodes
(HFV users) to stations better than the point-demand type models. Flow-based locations
are also considered to be more stable because only a small proportion of locations that are
considered for small values of p remains optimal as the p-value increases in a p-median
model. Significant evidence of this is provided in [47]. Overall, studies such as [21,31]
indicate that the p-median model is more likely to favor denser clusters of the population,
while FRLM/FCLM prefers intersections that can capture large flow volumes.

Both types of models are applicable for real-world planning within urban areas, but it
is evident that more convenience and coverage are provided when using a flow demand
type model. This is because such models:

• reduce wasteful travel time for refueling, i.e., refueling happens on the way of the trip.
• cater to a larger percentage of demand in a region.
• do not depend on single stations but can utilize different stations based on where the

HFV users are headed.

One thing that was evident across the studies is the fact that when designing an
optimal layout of initial HRSs in a city, targeting motorists in or close to the center of the
city is better if the technologies are already at a mature state [40,49]. This is in line with
the suggestions in [23] that indicate that when there is a higher penetration of HFVs in
the market it is better to locate stations where there is a higher population density of HFV
users. Moreover, there are limited studies that incorporate economic cost, utilization rate,
risk, and safety as factors for optimal HRS location. This agrees with the findings in [50].
The study also expressed that it is important to consider hydrogen supply sources and
life-cycle costs, which are not necessarily accounted for in simplistic point demand and
flow demand models. Hence the use of comprehensive models could lead to better results
when it comes to the optimal location of HRSs.

It was also evident from the review that most studies that were reviewed tend to focus
on urban settings because they generally have higher populations and greater demand for
fuel, making it more economically viable to build and operate HRSs in these areas. That
being said, the studies that explore the potential for HRSs in rural areas consider factors
such as the availability of hydrogen production and distribution infrastructure, as well as
the expenses associated with the construction and operation of HRSs in rural areas.

Table 1 presents a summary of the different models reviewed in this paper.
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Table 1. Summary of different models reviewed.

Model Demand Type Single/Multi
Objective

Location
Area

Approach Gaps/Weaknesses

Coverage
models

Point demand Single Urban
Rural

Demand points set Distance calculation is not
related to the model.

P-median Point demand Single Urban Demand served based on
distances between distances
between residential areas
and refueling facilities.
Minimize total travel
distance.
Minimize fuel
consumption-weighted
travel distance

This method does not
consider factors such as
driving range, station
capacity, safety factors or
prices.
Rural context is not
established with this model.
Demand not associated with
the flow of traffic.

P-center Point demand Single Urban Maximize distance coverage Demand level not a primary
consideration.

FCLM/FRLM Flow demand Single Urban Demand served along the
travel route.
Maximize the number of
trips intercepted.

Conventional models do not
consider factors such as
driving range, station
capacity, safety or prices.
Relies on the traffic matrix
Modified models: Yes, but
do not consider costs.

Agent-based
simulation

Comprehensive
demand

Multiple Urban Use of agent-based
simulation to highlight the
issue of HFV drivers in the
design of HRS number and
layout.

The results of agent-based
simulations depend on
initial conditions which are
only moderately
comparable and
reproducible [51].

Price-based
location
strategy

Comprehensive
demand

Multiple Urban A modeling approach for
optimal pricing and
location.

Positional factors, safety
and positional factors not
considered.

GBDM and
FCLM

Comprehensive
demand

Multiple Urban Approach using Bass
diffusion model and flow
capture model. Can provide
a long-term location plan by
studying the mutual
relationship between the
HFV sales and the number
of HRSs.

Limited consideration of
any geographical and
security elements; no
specific layout location; no
reference for short-term
layout.

Multi-criteria
approach

Comprehensive
demand

Multiple Urban Determining a demand
threshold and evaluation
criteria to cater to the
demand of pioneer
adopters.

High dependence on initial
parameters defined. Limited
studies on the safety factors
and their impact on station
placement.

Machine
learning
models

Comprehensive
demand

Multiple Urban Use of data to simulate and
predict refueling behavior to
inform fuel station location.

High dependence on large
data sets.

6. Conclusions

The development of hydrogen infrastructure is seen to be a key prerequisite for the
penetration of HFVs into markets. Due to high costs associated with the construction of
these facilities, it is important to consider the optimal placement of refueling stations to
minimize the number of stations initially while still serving the demand.

The objective of this paper was to review the models used in the optimization of
refueling stations for HFVs to provide a comprehensive understanding of the models being
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used. Since the development of HFVs, the “chicken and egg” conundrum has created a
need for the optimized location of fueling stations to make sense from a socio-economic
perspective. This paper presented a detailed review of the topic: Optimization Strategies
and Methods Used to Locate Hydrogen Fuel Refueling Stations.

From the review carried out, it is apparent that there are a handful of popular methods
by which the location of HRSs can be optimized. These models include the ever-popular
FCLM and P-median models, i.e., single objective models that focus either on minimizing
the distance traveled to a station for refueling or maximizing the number of refueling trips
intercepted [32,36,47]. Other popular models incorporated the use of a combination of
mathematical models with hydrogen production and application factors. These location
optimization techniques were studied and discussed. From the review, it is evidenced that
although there are studies that look into the application of these models to rural contexts,
the accuracy of the results still needs to be verified, as some of these studies focus on
population groups that are within a one-mile radius of an urbanized area [35]. This could
possibly be because these optimization models require inputs such as high population
density and HFV demand. Hence, the applicability of these models is still to be ascertained.
Furthermore, multi-objective or comprehensive models do seemingly account for extra
factors, unlike the single-objective models, and this includes factors that impact hydrogen
demand, hydrogen penetration factors, and risk assessments. However, none of the studies
reviewed in this paper explicitly reflects the impact of safety considerations within the
optimization model and its impact on station placement. Hence, this presents an area for
further research.

Overall, the existing models reviewed in this paper do well in trying to optimize
the location of refueling stations. However, as indicated in studies such as [21,31,32,47],
to mention but a few, there is still a need to incorporate two main factors, namely rural
context and safety implications of HRSs into these models, so that a more realistic, robust
optimization solution is provided. Of interest is the possibility of using a machine learning
algorithm to optimally position a HRS, and this is suggested for future research.
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Nomenclature

AFV Alternative Fuel Vehicle
BEV Battery Electric Vehicle
FCLM Flow Capture Location Model
FRLM Flow Refueling Location Model
GHG Greenhouse Gas
HFV Hydrogen Fuel Vehicle
HRS Hydrogen Refueling Station
OD Origin-destination Nodes
TCO Total Costs of Ownership
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